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Eventually, you will enormously discover a new experience and success by spending more cash. yet when? reach you agree to that you require to
acquire those all needs later than having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will
lead you to comprehend even more nearly the globe, experience, some places, subsequent to history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own grow old to law reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is mfm prayer points mountain of fire below.

changing, world-transforming prayers You'll discover the secret to
overcoming fears of loss, rejection, failure, and the unknown, and you'll
welcome the blessings God has for you on the other side. But best of all,
you'll gain the courage it takes to pray dangerous prayers.
Too Hot to Handle - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-06-25
Do you want to become too hot to handle by your enemies? Then, get this
book!
Arresting the Arrester - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-07-18
Arresting the Arrester Knowing that he has a short time left, the enemy
is on the rampage to militate, checkmate and possibly arrest every child
of Cod. His arresting agenda is manifested in stunted spiritual growth,
destiny derailment, stolen virtues, caged glories, poverty, physical
debility and even death. As a believer and an end-time warrior, you need
a strategy to arrest the arrester of your destiny. You also need a full
knowledge of the identity and tricks of your potential arrester. These
needs are met with insightful perspicacity and depth in this new book by
one of God's generals that the Lord has gifted this generation. The
blueprint for spiritual victory as revealed in the book will show you the
ingredients of Christ's winning strategy. You are therefore enjoined to
study and appropriate this strategy; as you put on the battle-gear of a
prayer warrior, turn the tide against the arrester and begin to claim your
divine glory and destined rights in Christ Jesus.
Victory over Satanic Dreams - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-07-11
There is a dream world and there is a physical world. Distinct yet
interrelated. What are the sources of dreams? Do dreams affect our
lives? This book gives you practical examples of how satanic agents have
manipulated the lives of numerous people into nothingness through
dreams. The author provides you with Biblical ways of converting defeats
in your dreams into lasting victory. You can stop the endless tide of
defeats today. READ THIS BOOK
Prayer Passport to Crush Oppression
- Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-01-14
Prayer Passport is a compendium of rare and powerful prayer points. It
has been divinely designed to turn tragedy to triumph, sickness to
health, failure to success, powerlessness to uncommon strengths as well
as problems to testimonies. Prayer Passport addresses the root of
complex problems and provides total solutions to recurrent attacks from
the kingdom of darkness. This is a unique spiritual warfare manual. This
book will lead you into a glorious destiny. With Prayer Passport in your
hands, the Kingdom of darkness is in trouble. This is indeed your
passport to breakthrough, prosperity, peace, power, uncommon
testimonies and an entrance into the realm where you will possess your
possessions.
Pray Your Way into 2020 & Prosperity Night - Dr. D. K. Olukoya
2019-12-06
Pray Your Way into 2020. Every gate has requirements for entry. So is
the gate of the new year. There is a mode of approach that is biblical and
kingdom. Here it is! Turn the battle to the gate!
The Mystery of Character - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2013-11-25
The Mystery of Character There are several secrets for living a
supernaturally successful life. One of such secrets is to have a Godly
character. In “The Mystery of Character” the author reveals the great
damage bad character does people’s lives and destinies, the causes of
character disorder and how to adopt a Godly character
Abraham's Children in Bondage - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2015-04-24
Abraham’s children in bondage introduces a hidden mystery. It
highlights the reasons behind the high spate of satanic attacks in recent
times. The author has handled the mystery of suffering and attacks in a
masterly manner. The High point of the book is the unfolding of the
antidotes to satanic attacks. There are powerful principles on how to
tackle the enemy and enjoy the benefits of sonship. This book, with the
explosive revelations, will make your life untouchable.
Pray Your Way to Breakthroughs - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-05-04
Pray Your Way to Breakthroughs enhances the prayer life with sharper
focus. It is designed to expose and cut at the root of spiritual problems in

Safeguarding Your Home - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-07-11
It is no longer news that the home has been under severe attacks.
Marriage and the family have been receiving deadly blows from Satan
and his angels. Many people have suffered terribly due to lack of
knowledge concerning what it takes to safeguard their homes. The
author has provided a spiritual disinfectant from keeping the home safe
and healthy. The prayer points, the biblical teachings and the practical
illustrations will show you the steps which you must take in order to
make your home enjoy complete immunity from satanic attacks.
The Mystery of Prayer
- Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2019-04-08
THE MYSTERY OF PRAYER There are various realms of prayer. When
you get to an uncommon realm, your prayers will begin to obtain results
in an amazing way. Prayer is one of the deepest mysteries. God does not
do anything without prayer. Prayer is what triggers the acts of God. God
will not do anything except what is activated through prayer. God also
does everything in the life of humanity and the world through prayer.
Prayer is therefore a catalyst that makes all things possible. , This book
will give the principles to follow if you want to get results through
prayer.
Pray Your Way into 2021 & Prosperity Night - Dr. D. K. Olukoya
2020-12-18
Pray Your Way into 2021. Every gate has requirements for entry. So is
the gate of the new year. There is a mode of approach that is biblical and
kingdom. Here it is! Turn the battle to the gate!
The Power of Aggressive Prayer Warriors - D. Olukoya 2016-03-05
The Power of Aggressive Prayer warriors is a unique spiritual warfare
manual. The principles of prayers are outlined, the mysteries of spiritual
warfare are unraveled, the steps to becoming spiritual giants are clearly
enunciated. This book is practical, Scriptural, and exhaustive.
Symptoms of the Caged Soul - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-03-16
Symptoms of the Caged Soul The body of man is world-conscious. It is
through it that human beings relate with each other. The soul of a man is
the seat of his intellect, will and emotions; it is self-conscious. It is
through the soul that a man knows that he is bold, weak, strong,
intelligent and that he is different from any other person. This soul can
be caged to the detriment of man. Read and find out!
Praying by the Blood of Jesus - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-05-02
Praying by the blood of Jesus is highly crucial in spiritual warfare. The
power in the blood of the Lamb is the ultimate. No power supersedes it.
The blood has been shed. But it must be appropriated and applied. You
have the checkbook but you must write the check, This book will teach
you how to apply this principle and technique.
Dangerous Prayers - Craig Groeschel 2020-02-04
Be inspired to pray boldly, pray powerfully, pray with passion, and trade
ineffective prayers and lukewarm faith for raw, daring prayers that will
transform your daily life. Do you ever wonder if God answers your
prayers? Do you wish you could see the evidence that prayer changes
lives? Do you long for more than playing it safe in your faith? Join New
York Times bestselling author Craig Groeschel as he helps you discover
the power of authentically communicating with God, breaking out of the
restrictive spiritual safety bubble, and expanding your ideas about what's
possible with God. The Bible tells us that prayer has the power to move
God's heart, but some prayers move him more than others. He wants
more for us than a tepid faith and half-hearted routines at the dinner
table. God called you to a life of courage, not comfort. In Dangerous
Prayers, Groeschel will show you how to pray the prayers that search
your soul, break your habits, and send you out to pursue the calling God
has for you. But be warned: If you're fine with settling for what's easy, or
if you're okay with staying on the sidelines, this book isn't for you. You'll
be challenged. You'll be tested. You'll be moved to take a long, hard look
at your heart. But you'll be inspired, too. Dangerous Prayers will give you
the encouragement and tools you need to: Transform the patterns around
your daily prayer life Truly embrace and believe in the power of
intentional prayer Start to pray daring, faith-filled, God-honoring, lifemfm-prayer-points-mountain-of-fire
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order to bring victory. Matthew 3:10 says, "And now also the axe is laid
to the root of the trees: therefore every tree which brings not forth good
fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire." Stubborn and recurring
problems may be the result of not attacking them at their roots – this
book provides help to identify and attack those roots.
The Mystery of Sleep
- Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2013-11-26
The Mystery of Sleep The most convenient time for the sworn enemy of
mankind to launch his attack is the time of sleep. The devil operates
freely when men are asleep spiritually and physically. Most of the
stubborn and deep-rooted problems in the lives of many were
programmed or deposited during sleep. How do you prevent or recover
from these deadly attacks? Read on to find out!
Breaking The Yoke of Martial Delay - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-07-11
The battle against marital delay is one that requires that you fight with
all your might. You must launch into this battle with faith. Today many
christians are getting married very late. The problem of late marriage
and arrested marriage is real! Many are under the satanic yoke of
marital delay! As you read this book and take the prayer points included,
may the God of Elijah visit you with amazing testimonies!
How To Obtain Personal Deliverance - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2014-01-16
You need to read this book if you desire to enjoy the full benefits of the
Christian life. Among other things you would find : What is deliverance?
32 Ways of effecting deliverance. How to know if you are in need of
deliverance. Some life-changing practical warfare sessions on obtaining
deliverance. This book is a product of divine instructions and practical
experience in the school of deliverance. Now you have a choice to be free
because freedom is a reality in Jesus.
Power Must Change Hands - Prayer Points 1995-2010 - DR.D. K.
OLUKOYA 2014-10-15
This is a compilation of monthly Power Must Change Hands programs for
the last 16years. This books contains prayers for every situations financial, marital, spiritual, ministerial, educational, emotional and
health. Each prayer program comes with bible passages, confession and
prayer points. the prayer points in this book are Holy Ghost anointed. A
must have for every christian who desire to live a victorious life.
WAR AT THE EDGE OF BREAKTHROUGHS
- Dr. D. K. Olukoya
2016-01-20
Do you experience the near-success syndrome? Do you experience the
near-mirror syndrome? Do you experience the almost there spirit? Do
you find yourself on a satanic mount Pisgah, where you behold your land
of promise but you cannot gain access to it? Do you notice consistent
failure at the edge of breakthroughs? Are you presently confronting the
anti-harvest spirit? Do you notice that whenever things are about to work
for you, something goes wrong and the breakthrough fizzles away? Then
This is the book for you. This book will catapult you from the valley of
despair unto the mountain of victory. This is a book for the Eagles of God
who will mount up with wings.
FAMILY DELIVERANCE - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2015-11-29
Marriage and the family is a broad area where many people have
exhibited gross ignorance. Unfortunately, it is a landscape where there
has been many ugly casualties. Many people have, therefore, expressed
the need for a powerful family deliverance manual. The book which you
hold in your hands is a product of years of research. It addresses the
hopes and aspirations of stake holders as far as the institution of
marriage is considered. Family deliverance has been vomited by the Holy
Ghost to rescue many families, prop up the tottering walls of marital
stability and grant immunity to homes. Family Deliverance will lead to
restoration, peace and stability in every home.
Deliverance From Spirit Husband And Spirit Wife - Dr. D. K.
Olukoya 2011-07-18
The issue of spirit husband and spirit wife (spirit spouses, evil spiritual
marriage) is one of the greatest spiritual problems which has pervaded
societies of the world. There are vicious sexual spirits which molest and
torment individuals. This book teaches you how to receive deliverance
from spirit spouses and other associated wicked powers.
The Prayer Eagle - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-04-15
The Prayer Eagle “Do you know that there are forces that can pick up
prayers and swallow them? One of the major disasters of modern day
Christianity is prayerlessness. Prayers cannot be measured like we
measure water into the bucket. I have seen men who can pray for ten
hours non stop at prayer meetings but immediately they get home from
the prayer meeting, they can beat up their wives.” Read this book and
become a prayer eagle!
70 Seventy Days Prayer and Fasting Programme 2021 Edition:
Prayer Battle 2 - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2021-08-05
mfm-prayer-points-mountain-of-fire

O Thou that hearest prayer, unto thee shall all flesh come. Psalm 65:2
(KJV) Howbeit this kind goeth not out but by PRAYER AND FASTING.
Matthew 17:21 (KJV). Some mountains will not fall unless they are
bombarded with the artillery of prayer and fasting. The weapon of prayer
and fasting have been known to do wonders when other methods have
failed. In addition, some breakthroughs are impossible unless there is
regular, consistent, concerted, constant bombardment of prayers. The
prayer points for this year's programme have been specially vomitted by
the Holy Ghost to bring salvation, deliverance and healing of the spirit,
soul and body to God's people. Pray them with determination, pray them
with aggression, pray them with violence in your spirit, pray them with
violent faith, pray them with great expectation and your life will never
remain the same. The God who answereth by fire will surely answer you,
in Jesus' name. Your friend in the school of prayer, Dr. D.K. OLUKOYA
HOW IT WORKS The fasting & prayer programme begins 09 August
2021 and runs through 17 October, 2021, each day of the week from
Monday to Sunday. On Mondays and Fridays, you break your fast at 5
PM local time; every other day you break at 2 PM local time. Children
participating in the programme should break their fast at 12 PM local
time daily
Prayer Rain- Dr. D. K. Olukoya
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers failproof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations;
ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine
favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court,
Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares,
Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine
health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many more.
Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly under
satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right could
make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of life. Prayer
Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own copy! Christian
Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for Deliverance.
Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style. Apostolic Decrees.
Prayer Points.
Breakthrough Prayers for Business Professionals - Dr. D. K. Olukoya
2016-05-30
Prayers to Move from Minimum to Maximum offers practical help to
those who have an eye on moving from minimum to maximum. It doubles
both as a teaching manual and a prayer manual. The thrust of this book
is that the lowest can become the highest, the poorest can become the
richest, while those who are grappling with failure can become
achievers. This book will teach your fingers to war and your hands to
fight. Now is the time to pray your way from minimum to maximum.
70 Days Prayer and Fasting Programme 2020 Edition - Dr. D. K.
Olukoya 2020-08-27
Patterned after the annual feasts of the Tabernacle, the annual 70 days
of fasting and prayer program is an annual spiritual sacrifice that cannot
but yield power and breakthroughs given the covenant that backs it up.
"We give all the glory to the Lord for what He has been doing with our
annual Seventy days prayer and fasting programme. The Lord has used
the programme to: Ignite the fire of revival in thousands of lives, put
stubborn pursuers to flight, produce prayer eagles, open chapters of
prosperity for many, confuse satanic dribblers and put the enemies' gear
in reverse. Prayer is of great value in turbulent and non-turbulent
situations. Prayer is a necessity not an option." "Howbeit this kind goeth
not out but by PRAYER AND FASTING" (Matt 17:21).
The Mystery of First Fruit Offering - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-01-20
The mystery of first fruit offering unveils the secrets of uncommon
prosperity. This book contains a revelation which will move you from the
valley of poverty to the mountain top of prosperity. The thrust of this
book is this: There is something unique and explosive about first fruit
offering, practical obedience in this direction will open the door of
breakthroughs wide and God will bombard you with the type of wealth
which will make you to live in abundance for the rest of your life. This
book will challenge you to join the company of people who are connected
to the source of unlimited wealth through uncommon obedience. First
fruit offering is your key to dominion prosperity. It will make you
discover what it takes to experience the baptism of wealth. Powerfully
presented, illustrated in a compelling manner and offered in a digestible
form, the mystery of first fruit offering is your guide to prosperity.
Pray Your Way into 2022 & Prosperity Night - Dr. D. K. Olukoya
2021-12-22
Pray Your Way into 2022. Every gate has requirements for entry. So is
the gate of the new year. There is a mode of approach that is biblical and
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read to put an end to the joy of your enemies
Power to Prosper - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-03-16
It is a good thing to talk about prosperity and to preach about it. But the
subject of prosperity must be balanced with the subject of holiness so
that after we have prospered, we would not go to hell fire. There is
however indeed the power to prosper! Find out!
Born Great But Tied Down
- DR. D. K. OLUKOYA 2014-07-17
Born Great But Tied Down addresses a common phenomenon which
many people have grappled with for ages. It presents a prophetic
solution to mysterious happenings. Being an assemblage of powerful
principles, explosive prayer points, life changing examples, dynamic
scriptures, tested and proven truths, universal experiences and
challenging testimonies, this book will lead to unprecedented changes in
your life. To be sure, this book will also cause ripples in the kingdom of
darkness.
Great Deliverance
- Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2016-03-02
Great Deliverance There are different classes of deliverance, just like
there are different classes of healing. The Bible talks about great
deliverance, complete deliverance, partial deliverance and instalmental
deliverance.The greatest deliverance, however, is deliverance from the
bondage of sin. Sin is the "food" of all evil spirits. Where there is no sin,
no demon can operate.
Disarming Your Enemy - Titus Babalola 2012-04
DO YOU WANT TO DISARM YOUR ENEMY? If you want to disarm your
enemy, it all begins with you knowing how to pray and appropriating
God's Word in your life daily. The prayer points in this book are designed
to help you achieve victory-as the shouting camp is the victorious camp.
You must learn how to pray offensively and defensively to disarm the
enemy. Each day, prayerfully put on the armour of God and pray
aggressively to disarm the enemy in every area of your life. As you do,
you will see how your life begins to be transformed as your enemy is
destroyed. Pastor Titus Babalola is the founder of TBM International, an
organization dedicated to equipping believers with the tools to becoming
powerful prayer warriors. As a prayer warrior, deliverance minister, and
anointed man of God, he has been a minister with Mountain of Fire and
Miracles Ministries (MFM) for more than a decade. As an author, he has
written several books, including the critically acclaimed Let Fire Fall
(2005). He is the senior pastor at MFM-Ottawa, a bilingual church,
where he has been encouraging members to find their true calling in life.
A true shepherd to many, Pastor Titus exemplifies how having a deep
personal experience with God results in answers to prayers. Pastor
Babalola, his wife Bolanle, and their children live in Canada. "Many lives
are going to be changed as result of learning the simple truths about how
to engage the enemy. Disarming the Enemy is about applying the Word
of God in every situation so that the enemy is kept at bay." -Pastor
Winston Cumberbatch, MFM-Orleans "I thought I knew how to pray until
I started reading Disarming the Enemy, a book that I would recommend
to anyone serious about changing their destiny!" -Editor, TBM
International, Ottawa

kingdom. Here it is! Turn the battle to the gate!
The Problem of Bewitched Hands and Feet - Dr. D. K. Olukoya
2016-05-02
The Problem of Bewitched Hands and Feet Each organ that is in the body
physically has a spiritual significance and symbol. For example, the head
in the spirit is the symbol of your destiny. The legs are the symbol of
movement and it means that if the legs are tied spiritually, it does not
mean that the person will not move around but that person will not make
any progress. If the hands of a person are tied spiritually, the person
could be beating drums and fighting all about or cook, nothing good will
come out of it. The hands in the spirit represent a person's labour; or
handiwork. Rare knowledge awaits you as you read this book.
Deliverance from Evil Foundation - Dr. D. K. Olukoya
Prayer Rain - Dr D. K. Olukoya 2016-02
Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those suffering under satanic
harassment and oppression. Full of scriptures and examples, this is a
handbook for spiritual warfare. Learn to take the Sword of the Spirit the word of God and wield it powerfully in prayer and overcome
obstacles in life.
70 Days Prayer and Fasting Programme 2018 Edition - Dr. D. K.
Olukoya 2018-08-01
Prayer Rain - D. Olukoya 2013-10-10
This 125 chapter, page turner accurately diagnoses and proffers failproof prayers for breakthroughs in diverse, challenging life-situations;
ranging from Prayers for Spiritual growth, Profitable sales, Divine
favour, Marital breakthroughs, Salvation of loved ones, Victory in Court,
Success in Exams, Career Breakthroughs, Victory over Nightmares,
Success in Ministry, Breaking Curses, Divine Healing leading to Divine
health guarantees, Deliverance from satanic attacks and many
more.Prayer Rain provides a way out for all those wallowing helplessly
under satanic harassment. Knowing what to do and, and doing it right
could make a difference between who sinks or swims in the river of
life.Prayer Rain is a spiritual life-jacket. Endeavour to own your own
copy! Christian Prayer Manual. Spiritual Warfare Manual. Prayer for
Deliverance. Gethsemanic Prayer Model. Kingdom Prayer Style.
Apostolic Decrees. Prayer Points.
Wealth must change hands - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2015-10-10
Wealth must change hands. Is your wealth in the wrong hands? Has your
wealth been hijacked? Has your wealth suffered a satanic burial? Has
your wealth fizzled out? Were you once rich and now poor? This is what
you need to know to take back what the enemy has stolen from you.
O God Terminate the Joy of My Enemy - Dr. D. K. Olukoya 2013-11-25
O God Terminate the Joy of my Enemy “Let God arise, let His enemies be
scattered. Let them that hate Him flee before Him.”(Psalm 66:1). If the
scripture says that God has enemies, who are you , a living mortal not to
have enemies? If you agree that you have enemies, then this is a book to
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